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Myth #1: Housing Affordability Problems Myth #1: Housing Affordability Problems 
are primarily due to Urban Consolidationare primarily due to Urban Consolidation
Reality: Housing prices reflect many Reality: Housing prices reflect many 
factorsfactors
–– Demand (population growth, demographic Demand (population growth, demographic 

shifts, changes in housing preferences, shifts, changes in housing preferences, 
incomes and income distribution etc)incomes and income distribution etc)

–– Supply (land supply, density controls etc)Supply (land supply, density controls etc)
–– Finance (interest rates, money supply etc)Finance (interest rates, money supply etc)
–– State of the economyState of the economy
–– Costs (developer charges, inflation, cost of Costs (developer charges, inflation, cost of 

building, cost of land)building, cost of land)
–– Accessibility and Environmental attributesAccessibility and Environmental attributes
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Real housing prices have varied in OECD countriesReal housing prices have varied in OECD countries
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But the recent trends to rapid increases in But the recent trends to rapid increases in 
house prices are quite generalhouse prices are quite general

Source: OECD (2005)Source: OECD (2005)
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Housing is expensive in Australia but not as Housing is expensive in Australia but not as 
much as in some other countriesmuch as in some other countries

Source: OECD (2005)Source: OECD (2005)
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Land supply and building controlsLand supply and building controls
These are one factor..These are one factor..

Source: OECD (2005)Source: OECD (2005)
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Demographic factorsDemographic factors
The percent of the population in household formation The percent of the population in household formation 
ages are also important. For example this is relatively ages are also important. For example this is relatively 

high for Australiahigh for Australia

Source: OECD (2005)Source: OECD (2005)
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Demographic factorsDemographic factors
Ageing of the population, declining family sizes, changes in Ageing of the population, declining family sizes, changes in 

lifestyle have helped shift housing demandlifestyle have helped shift housing demand

Dwelling Approvals, Sydney Statistical Division
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Economic FactorsEconomic Factors

Sydney has long been the most expensive city in Sydney has long been the most expensive city in 
Australia for housing, usually followed by Australia for housing, usually followed by 
Canberra and MelbourneCanberra and Melbourne

In the last year, Perth housing prices have risen In the last year, Perth housing prices have risen 
rapidly to become the second most expensive in rapidly to become the second most expensive in 
AustraliaAustralia

Brisbane has also caught up to Sydney Brisbane has also caught up to Sydney 
significantly over the 2000significantly over the 2000-- 2005 period2005 period

These trends reflect the booming state These trends reflect the booming state 
economies in WA and economies in WA and QldQld from resources from resources 
and the sluggish NSW state economyand the sluggish NSW state economy..
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Housing FinanceHousing Finance

In recent years there have been significant In recent years there have been significant 
innovations and a general freeing up of housing innovations and a general freeing up of housing 
finance across many countries, including Australiafinance across many countries, including Australia

TwentyTwenty--five years ago, for example, banks tended five years ago, for example, banks tended 
to consider only the first income in a household to consider only the first income in a household 
(almost always the male “breadwinner” and limited (almost always the male “breadwinner” and limited 
loans so that repayments on a 25 year loan did not loans so that repayments on a 25 year loan did not 
exceed 30% of that incomeexceed 30% of that income

Now both incomes are considered, the 30% is no Now both incomes are considered, the 30% is no 
longer enforced, nolonger enforced, no--deposit loans are common, deposit loans are common, 
repayments are flexible (eg if people have a child, repayments are flexible (eg if people have a child, 
repayments can be deferred) etc. This has followed repayments can be deferred) etc. This has followed 
bank deregulation and the entrance of new home bank deregulation and the entrance of new home 
mortgage originatorsmortgage originators
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Planning… Land ValuesPlanning… Land Values
Land Values in Sydney are rising rapidly, driven by demand Land Values in Sydney are rising rapidly, driven by demand 
side factors (global Sydney, harbour land) and supply side side factors (global Sydney, harbour land) and supply side 
(land supply, developer contributions)..(land supply, developer contributions)..

Land Values Per Sq M in Sydney
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Lifestyle Choices and Housing PreferencesLifestyle Choices and Housing Preferences
Accessibility is the most important single factor in housing choAccessibility is the most important single factor in housing choiceice
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Access to jobs by car (2001)Access to jobs by car (2001)

Query1 by EMP01_CAR_2_

58 to 167  (166)
44 to 58  (153)
35 to 44  (160)
26 to 35  (174)
15 to 26  (170)

Source: Glazebrook 2003bSource: Glazebrook 2003b
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Access to the population by public transportAccess to the population by public transport

Query2 by ERP01_PT

113 to 715  (176)
84 to 113  (151)
69 to 84  (159)
56 to 69  (160)
29 to 56  (177)

Source: Glazebrook 2003bSource: Glazebrook 2003b
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Conclusion on Housing AffordabilityConclusion on Housing Affordability

Cities and countries show strong housing price cyclesCities and countries show strong housing price cycles

Generally upward trend in recent years across OECDGenerally upward trend in recent years across OECD

Many factors involved in determining housing pricesMany factors involved in determining housing prices

Urban consolidation and land supply only one factor. In Urban consolidation and land supply only one factor. In 
case of Sydney, more important is the Government policy case of Sydney, more important is the Government policy 
of charging developers for infrastructure. Fringe of charging developers for infrastructure. Fringe 
development was previously heavily subsidized.development was previously heavily subsidized.

Housing affordability needs to consider both housing and Housing affordability needs to consider both housing and 
access costs since these are traded off. access costs since these are traded off. 

High prices near city centres are due to higher accessibility High prices near city centres are due to higher accessibility 
(reinforced in case of Sydney by higher amenity (reinforced in case of Sydney by higher amenity –– the the 
“harbour effect”“harbour effect”

Rising petrol prices will place even higher premiums on Rising petrol prices will place even higher premiums on 
accessibilityaccessibility
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Myth #2: CarMyth #2: Car--based cities are the futurebased cities are the future

RealityReality

While public transport declined generally between While public transport declined generally between 
1920 and 2000, there is now a leveling off or 1920 and 2000, there is now a leveling off or 
increase in patronage and increased investment increase in patronage and increased investment 
again in public transport.again in public transport.

This is driven by changes in housing, jobs, and This is driven by changes in housing, jobs, and 
concern at the environmental, health, economic concern at the environmental, health, economic 
impacts of overimpacts of over--reliance on cars.reliance on cars.

Cars will remain very important. But a better Cars will remain very important. But a better 
balance in urban transport is now being sought balance in urban transport is now being sought 
generallygenerally
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Trips per capita on public transport Trips per capita on public transport –– MelbourneMelbourne

Trips per capita and patronage fell rapidly until 1980Trips per capita and patronage fell rapidly until 1980

Trips per capita have Trips per capita have stabilisedstabilised since then and patronage since then and patronage 
increasedincreased

Government is now aiming to increase mode share for Government is now aiming to increase mode share for 
walk, cycle and PT, which could raise PT patronage from walk, cycle and PT, which could raise PT patronage from 
370 million trips pa to over 1 billion p.a.370 million trips pa to over 1 billion p.a.
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Peak OilPeak Oil
The world is fast approaching peak oil productionThe world is fast approaching peak oil production
Many producers have passed peak production Many producers have passed peak production 
(US in 1970, North Sea in 2000, Bass Strait etc)(US in 1970, North Sea in 2000, Bass Strait etc)
Mega fields are increasingly rareMega fields are increasingly rare
Oil consumption has been consistently higher Oil consumption has been consistently higher 
than new discoveries since 1980than new discoveries since 1980
Even tar sands in Canada, gas etc will only delay Even tar sands in Canada, gas etc will only delay 
peak production for a short whilepeak production for a short while
Meanwhile Chinese demand is rapidly increasing. Meanwhile Chinese demand is rapidly increasing. 
China is tying up production agreements with China is tying up production agreements with 
many African countriesmany African countries

Source: Simmons (2005), ASPO Source: Simmons (2005), ASPO 
AustraliaAustralia
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Peak oilPeak oil

Source: ASPO AustraliaSource: ASPO Australia
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Peak OilPeak Oil

We are here!

Source: ASPO 2006 from Exxon MobilSource: ASPO 2006 from Exxon Mobil
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Peak OilPeak Oil
China’s demand for petrol is rising rapidly. China’s demand for petrol is rising rapidly. 
In 1996 China had only 10 million motor In 1996 China had only 10 million motor 
vehicles (8 per thousand head of vehicles (8 per thousand head of 
population). population). 

By 2005, some 5.7 million vehicles were By 2005, some 5.7 million vehicles were 
sold in China, with a forecast of 9.6 million sold in China, with a forecast of 9.6 million 
by 2010 (ASPO USA 2006).by 2010 (ASPO USA 2006).

For the first 4 months of 2006, Chines oil For the first 4 months of 2006, Chines oil 
imports were running at 3 million barrels a imports were running at 3 million barrels a 
day, up 17% from a year earlier.day, up 17% from a year earlier.

Source: Rutledge (2005), and ASPO Source: Rutledge (2005), and ASPO 
USAUSA
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GreenhouseGreenhouse
Australia has the highest per capita CO2 Australia has the highest per capita CO2 
production in the worldproduction in the world
CO2 emissions from transport are rising CO2 emissions from transport are rising 
rapidlyrapidly
Carbon trading is commencing for power Carbon trading is commencing for power 
stationsstations
If extended to oil and transport fuels will If extended to oil and transport fuels will 
put further pressure on cities to adapt to put further pressure on cities to adapt to 
lower energy systemslower energy systems
Public transport in Sydney is 3 times more Public transport in Sydney is 3 times more 
energy efficient than carsenergy efficient than cars
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Australian CO2 emissions 1990Australian CO2 emissions 1990--20032003
Source Emissions CO2 (Million Tonnes)

1990 2003 % Change
Energy 286.1 374.3 31%
Stationary 195.4 268.1 37%
Transport 61.9 79.8 29%
Fugitive Emissions 28.8 26.4 -8%

Industrial Processes 28 32.3 15%
Agriculture 93.6 97.3 4%
Land use 126.2 34.8 -72%
Waste 10.2 11.4 11%
TOTAL 544.1 550 1%

Source: Australian Greenhouse OfficeSource: Australian Greenhouse Office
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There is also growing concern at the health effects There is also growing concern at the health effects 
of obesity and its links with urban travelof obesity and its links with urban travel

Source: Pucher (2004)Source: Pucher (2004)
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Myth # 3: Buses are the only sensible public Myth # 3: Buses are the only sensible public 
transporttransport

RealityReality
In Sydney, rail is the lowest cost mode per passIn Sydney, rail is the lowest cost mode per pass--km, km, 
cheaper than buses and much cheaper than cars. cheaper than buses and much cheaper than cars. 

Buses are important and have their place. But Buses are important and have their place. But 
internationally there has been a big trend back to light rail internationally there has been a big trend back to light rail 
for medium sized cities, or for selected corridors in larger for medium sized cities, or for selected corridors in larger 
citiescities

Many cities are also building metrosMany cities are also building metros

In reality a sensible PT system uses the most appropriate In reality a sensible PT system uses the most appropriate 
mode in specific places, and integrates them into a mode in specific places, and integrates them into a 
seamless system.seamless system.

In Sydney we need:In Sydney we need:
–– Extensions to heavy rail for outer NW and SW suburbs Extensions to heavy rail for outer NW and SW suburbs 
–– Light Rail in inner suburbsLight Rail in inner suburbs
–– More crossMore cross--regional bus servicesregional bus services
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Economics…public transportEconomics…public transport
CityrailCityrail STA STA 

BusBus
PrivPriv
BusBus

Total Total 
BusBus

Annual Patronage (mill)Annual Patronage (mill) 273273 198198 142142 340340

Av Trip Length (km)Av Trip Length (km) 18.718.7 6.26.2 8.88.8 7.37.3

Total PassTotal Pass-- Km (Km (billlionbilllion)) 5.115.11 1.231.23 1.251.25 2.482.48

Total Cost pa ($m)Total Cost pa ($m) $1970$1970 $532$532 $517$517 $1049$1049

Total Cost / passTotal Cost / pass--kmkm 39c39c 43c43c 41c41c 42c42c

Farebox Revenue $mFarebox Revenue $m $518$518 $275$275 $254$254 $529$529

Farebox Rev / passFarebox Rev / pass--kmkm 10c10c 22c22c 20c20c 21c21c

Cost of Main Cost of Main 
Infrastructure Included?Infrastructure Included?

YesYes NoNo NoNo NoNo

Source: Glazebrook (2005), NSW Ministry of Transport (2003) and Source: Glazebrook (2005), NSW Ministry of Transport (2003) and NSW Transport Data Centre NSW Transport Data Centre 
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Economic…Economic…

Source: Glazebrook (2005). Data for 2002/3 (before recent rises Source: Glazebrook (2005). Data for 2002/3 (before recent rises in petrol in petrol 
prices, congestion)prices, congestion)
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All modes in Sydney have marginal costs well below total social All modes in Sydney have marginal costs well below total social 
costs (including externalities etc). There is thus an incentive costs (including externalities etc). There is thus an incentive to to 
consume too much transport, particularly carconsume too much transport, particularly car--based transport.based transport.
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100 cities world wide have built new or expanded light rail betw100 cities world wide have built new or expanded light rail between een 
19941994--2004. There are only 9 guided busway systems (some quite old)2004. There are only 9 guided busway systems (some quite old)

LIGHT RAIL (new or expanded systems since 1994)LIGHT RAIL (new or expanded systems since 1994) G. BUSESG. BUSES

MelbourneMelbourne
SydneySydney
BeijingBeijing
ChangchunChangchun
Hong KongHong Kong
MashadMashad
KochiKochi
OsakaOsaka
TokyoTokyo
ManilaManila
NovosibirskNovosibirsk
St PetersburgSt Petersburg
MoscowMoscow
SingaporeSingapore
AdanaAdana
AnkaraAnkara
BursaBursa

IstanbulIstanbul
IzmirIzmir
KonyaKonya
LinzLinz
ViennaVienna
AntwerpenAntwerpen
BordeauxBordeaux
GrenobleGrenoble
LyonLyon
MontpellieMontpellie
rr
OrleansOrleans
NantesNantes
ParisParis
RouenRouen
St EtienneSt Etienne
StrasbourgStrasbourg
AugsburgAugsburg

BerlinBerlin
BremenBremen
CologneCologne
ErfurtErfurt
FreiburgFreiburg
GothaGotha
HanoverHanover
KarlsruheKarlsruhe
KassellKassell
MuelheimMuelheim
MunichMunich
NeurbergNeurberg
RostockRostock
SaarbruckeSaarbrucke
nn
StuttgartStuttgart
AthensAthens
San JoseSan Jose

BirminghamBirmingham
LondonLondon
ManchesterManchester
NottinghamNottingham
SheffieldSheffield
DublinDublin
MilanMilan
NaplesNaples
RomeRome
TurinTurin
AmsterdamAmsterdam
RotterdamRotterdam
UtrechtUtrecht
PoznauPoznau
WarsawWarsaw
LisbonLisbon
PortoPorto

BarcelonaBarcelona
ValenciaValencia
StockholmStockholm
GenevaGeneva
ZurichZurich
TunisTunis
Buenos AiresBuenos Aires
Rio De Rio De 
JaneiroJaneiro
GuadalaharaGuadalahara
Maxico CityMaxico City
MonterreyMonterrey
ValenciaValencia
CalgaryCalgary
EdmontonEdmonton
TorontoToronto

BaltimoreBaltimore
BostonBoston
ClevelandCleveland
DallasDallas
DenverDenver
HoustonHouston
Jersey CityJersey City
Los AngelesLos Angeles
MinneapolisMinneapolis
NewarkNewark
PittsburgPittsburg
PortlandPortland
SacramentoSacramento
Salt Lake CSalt Lake C
San DiegoSan Diego
San San 
FranciscoFrancisco
St LouisSt Louis

AdelaideAdelaide
EssenEssen
MannheimMannheim
LeedsLeeds
ClermontClermont--
FerrandFerrand
CaenCaen
RouenRouen
NancyNancy
Las VegasLas Vegas

Source: City of Sydney (2005)Source: City of Sydney (2005)
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Cities with extensive Light Rail Systems

Inner Metropolitan Activity Density Inner Metropolitan Activity Density 
by Presence of Light Railby Presence of Light Rail
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Other cities…Guided BusesOther cities…Guided Buses
TypeType GuidanceGuidance VehiclesVehicles ApplicationsApplications

OO--bahn (Mercedes, bahn (Mercedes, 
Volvo)Volvo)

Physical Physical 
(side)(side)

Diesel single & Diesel single & 
articartic

Adelaide, Leeds, Adelaide, Leeds, 
Essen, LeedsEssen, Leeds

GLT (Bombardier)GLT (Bombardier) Physical Physical 
(rail)(rail)

Electric (single Electric (single 
wire)wire)

CaenCaen

TVR (Bombardier)TVR (Bombardier) Physical Physical 
(rail)(rail)

Electric (2Electric (2--
wire), 3 unit wire), 3 unit 
articartic

NancyNancy

CIVIS (Irisbus)CIVIS (Irisbus) OpticalOptical 3 unit Diesel, 3 unit Diesel, 
CNGCNG

Las Vegas, Rouen, Las Vegas, Rouen, 
ClermontClermont--FerrandFerrand

STE (Translohr)STE (Translohr) Physical Physical 
(rail)(rail)

Electric, 3, 4 Electric, 3, 4 
articartic

ClermontClermont--Ferrand Ferrand 
(2005)(2005)

Phileas (APTS)Phileas (APTS) Magnetic Magnetic 
loopsloops

22--unit artic unit artic Being developed in Being developed in 
EindhovenEindhoven

STREAM STREAM 
(Ansaldobreda)(Ansaldobreda)

MagneticMagnetic Being tested in Being tested in 
TriesteTrieste

AEG (Cegelec)AEG (Cegelec) Inductive Inductive 
cablecable

Channel Tunnel Channel Tunnel 
ShuttleShuttle

OO--bahnbahn

GLTGLT

STESTE

TVR (Nancy)TVR (Nancy)

CivisCivis
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Busways and Guided BusesBusways and Guided Buses
A number of cities have installed A number of cities have installed 
busways (BRT Bus Rapid Transit) or busways (BRT Bus Rapid Transit) or 
guided bus systems.guided bus systems.

Eg Brisbane built the SE Transitway Eg Brisbane built the SE Transitway 
and Northern Busway, based on the and Northern Busway, based on the 
Ottawa model. Sydney has built the Ottawa model. Sydney has built the 
LiverpoolLiverpool-- Parramatta transitway and Parramatta transitway and 
is building the NW Transitway.is building the NW Transitway.

Busways can cause Busways can cause 
problems in inner city problems in inner city 
areas. For example Brisbane areas. For example Brisbane 
has built an underground has built an underground 
bus station under Queen bus station under Queen 
Street, and is now building Street, and is now building 
a $140m tunnel linking it to a $140m tunnel linking it to 
the inner northern busway the inner northern busway 
to reduce the impact ofto reduce the impact of
buses on city streetsbuses on city streets

Technical problems with Technical problems with 
some of the guided bus some of the guided bus 
systems, including guidance systems, including guidance 
systems, and blown tires.systems, and blown tires.

UITP estimates no cost UITP estimates no cost 
advantage for electrically advantage for electrically 
powered guided busways powered guided busways 
compared with light railcompared with light rail

Ottawa and Adelaide (both Ottawa and Adelaide (both 
with busways) are now with busways) are now 
building light rail systemsbuilding light rail systems
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Other cities…AsiaOther cities…Asia
Hong Kong and Singapore which Hong Kong and Singapore which 
had virtually no rail systems in had virtually no rail systems in 
1990 now have some of the 1990 now have some of the 
world’s largest and most world’s largest and most 
efficient systems, with 99.9% efficient systems, with 99.9% 
onon--time runningtime running

Shanghai has the worlds fastest Shanghai has the worlds fastest 
train (train (MagMag Lev) and is building a Lev) and is building a 
large scale metro network. large scale metro network. 

First line opened in 1995, 95km First line opened in 1995, 95km 
now completed, 200km to be now completed, 200km to be 
completed by 2012, and 400km completed by 2012, and 400km 
by 2025.This will make it larger by 2025.This will make it larger 
than London’s, Paris’ or New than London’s, Paris’ or New 
York’s systemsYork’s systems

30 cities in China are building or 30 cities in China are building or 
planning to build metros and/ or planning to build metros and/ or 
light raillight rail
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Sydney Sydney –– need for light railneed for light rail
7400 STA buses a day through 7400 STA buses a day through 
CBD (plus private buses and CBD (plus private buses and 
coaches) coaches) –– highly inefficient highly inefficient 
and impacts adversely on and impacts adversely on 
amenityamenity
Traffic has grown 20% in inner Traffic has grown 20% in inner 
suburbs in last few decades suburbs in last few decades 
despite (because of) new roads despite (because of) new roads 
30% more public transport 30% more public transport 
capacity is needed in inner capacity is needed in inner 
suburbs in next twentysuburbs in next twenty--five five 
years to prevent gridlockyears to prevent gridlock
A new electrically powered A new electrically powered 
higher capacity mode required higher capacity mode required 
for inner parts of Sydneyfor inner parts of Sydney
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Light Rail Network for Inner Light Rail Network for Inner 
SuburbsSuburbs

Source: City of Sydney (2005)Source: City of Sydney (2005)
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Heavy rail extensions needed for SW and NWHeavy rail extensions needed for SW and NW
Government is now Government is now 
buying land for buying land for 
these corridorsthese corridors

CrossCross--harbour harbour 
tunnel will provide tunnel will provide 
50% increase in 50% increase in 
capacity in total rail capacity in total rail 
network and allow network and allow 
rest of the system rest of the system 
to be made faster to be made faster 
and more reliableand more reliable

New release areas New release areas 
should be designed should be designed 
on TOD principles on TOD principles 
from the outset.from the outset.

Other development Other development 
can be focused on can be focused on 
key locations on the key locations on the 
rail network rail network 
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Myth # 4: Urban consolidation will destroy our citiesMyth # 4: Urban consolidation will destroy our cities
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But urban consolidation can be done well…But urban consolidation can be done well…

East Perth before East Perth before 
redevelopmentredevelopment
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East Perth today…East Perth today…
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SubiacoSubiaco
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NW TransitNW Transit--Oriented Development in PerthOriented Development in Perth
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Mixing residential with retail and civic in the USMixing residential with retail and civic in the US

Source: Kaufman (2005)Source: Kaufman (2005)
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Conclusion..Conclusion..
Cars are our most expensive form of urban Cars are our most expensive form of urban 
transport. Rising petrol prices and concerns at transport. Rising petrol prices and concerns at 
obesity and global warming highlight the need to obesity and global warming highlight the need to 
reduce car dependence..reduce car dependence..

This means more emphasis on walking, cycling, This means more emphasis on walking, cycling, 
public transport and building sustainable public transport and building sustainable 
communitiescommunities

Urban consolidation will play a role in this, both Urban consolidation will play a role in this, both 
in new and existing areasin new and existing areas

Good design can reduce negative effectsGood design can reduce negative effects

Far from destroying our cities, this is in fact the Far from destroying our cities, this is in fact the 
future of our citiesfuture of our cities
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The alternative is more dependence on the car and the The alternative is more dependence on the car and the 
Middle East, worsening health, a potentially savage contest Middle East, worsening health, a potentially savage contest 
for dwindling oil resources, not to mention further for dwindling oil resources, not to mention further 
acceleration of climate change.acceleration of climate change.
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US TrendsUS Trends
The US is turning away from The US is turning away from 
freewayfreeway--only citiesonly cities
–– Since 2000, voters in US Since 2000, voters in US 

have approved more than have approved more than 
200 transportation ballot 200 transportation ballot 
initiatives, with 70% passing initiatives, with 70% passing 
(cf 34% for ballots generally) (cf 34% for ballots generally) 
Many include light rail and Many include light rail and 
other transit. Many have other transit. Many have 
been citizen been citizen -- initiatedinitiated

–– Eg Denver recently passed a Eg Denver recently passed a 
comprehensive $4.7 billion comprehensive $4.7 billion 
plan involving 119 miles of plan involving 119 miles of 
new light rail, 31 new park new light rail, 31 new park 
and ride facilities (21,000 and ride facilities (21,000 
spaces), 24% more bus spaces), 24% more bus 
service, 18 miles of bus rapid service, 18 miles of bus rapid 
transit as well as commuter transit as well as commuter 
rail. The Denver Regional rail. The Denver Regional 
Transportation District has a Transportation District has a 
population of 2.5 million.population of 2.5 million.
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